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and unpatterned. Emotional behavior becomes built into
the child's personality by much the same process as his other
behavior. "
Learning Not to Be Afraid. — How does it happen that
babies who at first seem to have few fears develop into
children and adults who are afraid of many different things
— animals, strangers, snakes, ghosts, and situations that to
others have no terrifying character? Watson's 12 well-known
laboratory experiment with the nine-month-old Albert
showed strikingly the way in which new fears might be
acquired through the process of conditioning. At first the
baby made friendly approaches toward the white rat, but
after the rat appeared several times simultaneously with a
loud sound, the child began to cry, withdraw, and other-
wise show the response of fear to the animal alone. This
emotional response to the rat "spread" and Albert became
"conditioned" to fear other furry objects also. This is one
way in which fears are built.
Through the same process of re-conditioning the opposite
kind of emotional response may be built up.13 A rabbit
which initially aroused withdrawing reactions in another
child, Peter, eventually evoked approach responses through
association with pleasant things. The pleasant stimulus was
always stronger than the negative one and the positive re-
sponse accordingly prevailed.
All children do not respond to conditioning in exactly the
same way that Albert and Peter did. Repetition of the
experiment did not show the same results. This is because
the total situation is not always the same. The object may
not have the same meaning to all children. Their bodily
condition will vary. They have different degrees of security
and anxiety, and bring to the experimental situation differ-
ent previous modes of response and knowledge.
Emotional fear patterns are not built only by the process
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